Background {#Sec1}
==========

Neurological research is responsible for the investigation of many devastating disorders such as stroke, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases. In terms of health costs, brain-related disorders are a greater socio-economic burden than cancer, cardiovascular diseases and diabetes combined \[[@CR1]\], with yearly costs for the European society estimated at almost 400 billion € \[[@CR2]\].

Despite several therapeutic approaches \[[@CR3]--[@CR6]\] based on recent discoveries of cellular and molecular processes of degeneration, but also spontaneous regeneration following injury, pharmaceutical and health companies have been withdrawing from neuroscience, as a number of trials intended to show efficacy of treatments for neurological disorders failed \[[@CR7]\]. In the field of Spinal Cord Injury (SCI), four decades after the first pharmacological treatment of acute injuries \[[@CR8]\], the promises of preclinical discoveries have yet to be translated into a standard treatment \[[@CR9]\].

To streamline the translational process, the International Campaign for Cures of Spinal Cord Injury Paralysis (ICCP) appointed in 2007 an international panel with the task to reviewing strengths and weaknesses of clinical trials in spinal cord injury. Their recommendations for the planning and conduction of future trials were condensed in a series of publications \[[@CR10]--[@CR13]\], which strongly influenced the conception of clinical trials thereafter \[[@CR14]\].

Nonetheless, the ICCP reviews \[[@CR10]--[@CR13]\] did not solicit the application of the most appropriate and recent statistical techniques available for the analysis of complex SCI trial endpoints, and many clinical trials failed to do so too \[[@CR15]--[@CR19]\].

In fact, virtually all routinely performed clinical assessments in spinal cord injury are measured on ordinal scales, which are characterized by an arbitrary numerical score establishing a ranking of observations. The difference between two following ranks is by no means bound to be equivalent across the range of the scale, preventing standard operations such as addition, and making the use of statistical methods developed for continuous endpoints inappropriate. Despite this, clinical trials designed and powered for a primary ordinal endpoint often resorted to adding several ordinal endpoints to form a single overall summed score, which is in some cases subsequently collapsed to a binary outcome \[[@CR15]--[@CR19]\]. These approaches have been shown to be inappropriate in a number of aspects \[[@CR20]\], and practical consequences such as biased parameter estimates, misleading associations and loss of power are some of the known consequences of assuming metric properties for ordinal endpoints \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\].

In this study, we propose for the first time in SCI a transitional ordinal model with an autoregressive component for testing for treatment effect on a multivariate ordinal endpoint such as the Upper Extremity Motor Scores (UEMS), while comparing it to current analysis approaches in terms of statistical power and clinical interpretation of treatment effect estimates.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

The objective was to propose a new approach to the analysis of complex ordinal endpoints in neurological clinical trials, and provide statistical power comparisons of procedures for treatment effect testing. Two-armed Randomized Clinical Trials (RCT) with specific levels of experimental conditions were generated and analysed. Current approaches to the analysis of multivariate ordinal endpoints such as the Upper Extremity Motor Scores (UEMS) were compared to the proposed autoregressive transitional ordinal model. The proposed approach models the transition, e.g. the change in UEMS distribution, from trial baseline to trial end. The autoregressive term of the model describes the anatomical structure of the spinal cord by postulating a direct dependency between contiguous segments.

Data source and trial endpoint {#Sec3}
------------------------------

The data utilized in this study was extracted from the European Multicenter Study about Spinal Cord Injury (EMSCI, ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01571531, www.emsci.org). EMSCI tracks the functional and neurological recovery of patients during the first year after spinal cord injury in a highly standardized manner. All patients gave written informed consent. The ethical committee of the Canton of Zurich, Switzerland, has previously approved the EMSCI project, upon which this project is based, and the approval is also valid for any statistical analysis/re-analysis.

To reflect the time frame of a possible future clinical trial, we considered baseline (within 2 weeks after injury, *t*=1) and one follow-up (6 months after injury, *t*=2) examination. For this simulation study, we extracted and utilized records of N=405 patients with a Motor Level (ML) defined between spinal segments C5-T1 (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details) and with available baseline information.

The trial endpoint considered is the Upper Extremity Motor Scores. UEMS represents a subset of the International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI) \[[@CR24]\] and describes the muscle contraction force for 10 key muscles on the arms and hands (5 on each body side), each one being rated on a 6-point ordinal scale (0: total paralysis, through 5: active movement against full resistance, see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details). Accordingly, *Y* ~*i,m,t*~ is the muscle contraction score for patient *i* (*i*=1,...,*n*) and key muscle *m* (*m*=1,...,10) measured at time point *t* (*t*=1,2). Each key muscle *Y* ~*i,m,t*~ is therefore an ordinal variable with *k*=6 levels 0\<1\<...\<5, and UEMS is a multivariate ordinal endpoint. The chosen endpoint is particularly relevant in SCI. A change in total UEMS over trial period has been employed repeatedly in clinical trials \[[@CR15], [@CR19]\] and has been suggested to correlate with changes in activities of daily living that rely on recovery of upper extremity function \[[@CR25]\].

RCT simulation {#Sec4}
--------------

An autoregressive transitional ordinal model of the form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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was fitted on the EMSCI data. *α* ~*j*~ are the *k*−1=5 intercept parameters, *x* ~lev~ is a 10-level nominal factor denoting the combination of Motor Level and the distance from the Motor Level to the key muscle *m* being analysed, expressed as number of key muscles along the spine (reference: motor level: cervical C5, distance: -1 (first muscle below the level)), *y* ~base,*i,m*,1~ is the ordered factor for baseline motor score of key muscle *m*, and *y* ~auto,*i,m*−1,2~ is the ordered factor for motor score of the key muscle just above the one being analysed at *t*=2. The autoregressive term of the model describes the anatomical structure of the spinal cord, and postulates that the motor score of a given key muscle depends on the Motor Score of the key muscle just rostral to it. As a consequence, the observed pattern of lower motor scores with increasing distance from the ML is reproduced. In accordance with the above description, Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} simulated and analysed only key muscle score below the Motor Level. Motor scores *y* ~*i,m*,2~ for key muscles at ML were multinomially sampled from corresponding observed EMSCI frequencies at Motor Level, while motor scores *y* ~*i,m*,2~ for key muscles above the ML were given the maximal score.

The parameter estimates recovered from the model specified in Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} describe the spontaneous neurological recovery for patients under standard of care and were subsequently used to simulate participants in the control arm of the trial. From the EMSCI data we also computed the observed frequencies of Motor Level combinations for the left and right body side at baseline. Given that patients having both left and right ML at the lowest UEMS key muscles T1 are very rare (3 % in our EMSCI sample) and do not contribute to the analysis (no key muscles in the UEMS below the ML), they were not included into the simulation.

Equation [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} models the spontaneous neurological recovery for patients under standard of care. We introduced an additional parameter *β* ~trt~ representing a postulated treatment effect, leading to an autoregressive transitional ordinal model of the form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As previously defined, *α* ~*j*~ are the *k*−1=5 intercept parameters, *x* ~*lev*~ is a 10-level nominal factor denoting the combination of Motor Level and the distance from the Motor Level to the key muscle *m* being analysed, expressed as number of key muscles along the spine (reference: Motor Level: C5, distance: -1), *y* ~base,*i,m*,1~ is the ordered factor for baseline motor score of key muscle *m*, *y* ~auto,*i,m*−1,2~ is ordered factor for motor score of the key muscle just above the one being analysed at *t*=2, and *x* ~trt~ is an indicator for treatment arm with placebo as reference.

The autoregressive term of the model describes the anatomical structure of the spinal cord, and postulates that the motor score of a given key muscle depends on the motor score of the key muscle just rostral to it. As a consequence, the observed pattern of lower motor scores with increasing distance from the ML is reproduced. Besides the postulated treatment effect *β* ~trt~, which is set to different values depending on the simulation settings, all other parameters in Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} were kept equal to the estimates recovered by fitting Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} to the EMSCI data.

We thus simulated randomized clinical trials with two treatment arms and specific levels of experimental conditions. To cover possible SCI early phase as well as phase III settings, we generated total trial sample sizes of 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200 participants. To our knowledge, there is to date no publication on the magnitude of possible treatment effects for UEMS which could have guided us in defining more tailored scenarios. We therefore postulated a rather wide range of six possible treatment effects (from no treatment effect (*β* ~trt~=0.0= log(1)) to strong treatment effect (*β* ~trt~=0.4055= log(1.5)) in 0.1 steps). A total of 42 scenarios resulted from simulating all possible combinations of the 7 trial sample sizes and 6 possible treatment effects considered. Being a proportional odds model, the exponentiated *β* ~trt~ can be interpreted as conditional Odds Ratio (OR) between trial arms, meaning that, conditional on all other prognostic factors being equal, it specifies the ratio of the odds for a key muscle to achieve a motor score of less than or equal to *k* in the treatment arm divided by the same odds in the control arm. OR is a statistically sensible and clinical widely accepted way of quantifying effects of categorical variables.

The 42 trial scenarios resulting from all combinations of 7 trial sample sizes and 6 possible treatment effects were simulated in the following way: Right and left Motor Levels for the hypothesized number of trial participants were drawn from a multinomial distribution with category probabilities set to the corresponding observed EMSCI frequencies.Baseline UEMS for each trial participant were sampled with replacement from all EMSCI patients having the same left-right ML constellation.Each simulated participant was randomly allocated to either the control or the treatment arm with a 1:1 allocation scheme.UEMS at six months for the key muscle at ML were drawn from a multinomial distribution with category probabilities set to the corresponding observed EMSCI frequencies.UEMS at six months below the ML were simulated using the previously fitted model for spontaneous recovery (Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) for participants in the control arm, and the same model with the addition of a postulated treatment effect (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) for participants in the treatment arm of the trial.Each one of the 42 trial scenarios was replicated 1000 times.A battery of 6 different tests for treatment effect (see below "[Endpoint analysis approaches](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}" Section) were applied to each simulated trial.The statistical power =*P*(reject *H* ~0~\|*H* ~1~ is true) was estimated as the fraction of significant tests for treatment effect at the nominal level 0.05 among the 1000 replications.

Endpoint analysis approaches {#Sec5}
----------------------------

In neurology in general, and SCI in particular, very common approaches to the analysis of UEMS or similar endpoints are as the total sum of all motor scores $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Even though not commonly done in SCI, we considered necessary that the Motor Level should be incorporated into the analysis of motor function. In fact, its importance has been reported before \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\]. We therefore applied a conditional test of independence between outcome and treatment arm which was stratified according to the Motor Level of each trial participant. We predicted that this approach would perform better than the previous, not stratified ones, and explored the possibility to utilise them as "ad hoc" approach for the analysis of UEMS. Accordingly, treatment effect for UEMS was tested with: **i-test:** stratified independence test for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Both tests are implemented in the R add-on package **coin** \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\].

The last approach for the analysis of UEMS in a RCT is a model that takes into account the ordinal nature of each key muscle and explicitly incorporates baseline UEMS as well as ML into the analysis: **transitional:** transitional ordinal model for *Y* ~*i,m*,2~ of the form specified in Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}, comparing the shift in motor score probabilities associated with treatment.

The proposed model is a proportional odds model with an autoregressive component. The latter takes into account the spatial orientation of the key muscles along the spinal cord by postulating a direct dependency of adjacent spinal segments. As a consequence, the observed pattern of lower Motor Scores with increasing distance from the ML is reproduced. This model was fitted using function polr from the R add-on package **MASS** \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\].

The parameter *β* ~trt~, which quantifies the treatment effect on the link scale, is the focus of the proposed model. Its significance testing was based on a permutation test \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\], where the distribution of the test statistics under *H* ~0~ (no treatment effect) was based on refitting the same model 1000 times after randomly rearranging the labels for arm allocation. This type of statistical significance test does not rely on any distributional assumption. In addition, by permuting trial arm allocation at participant level, we accounted for the hierarchical structure of the data analysed, where multiple key muscles are measured on the same participant. All computations were performed in the R system for statistical computing \[[@CR34]\], version 3.1.3. The R code implementing the simulation study is available online (doi: <http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.47600>).

Revisiting a key SCI trial {#Sec6}
--------------------------

As a practical application, we analysed a subset of the data collected during a past clinical trial. The Sygen ®;trial recruited *N* =760 SCI participants in 28 centres in North-America in a 5-year period between 1992 and 1997 \[[@CR17], [@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Sygen ®;is a naturally occurring compound in cell membranes which has been associated with neuroprotective and regenerative effects in a number of experimental models and early-phase human trials. The trial is an example where a promising therapeutic approach was finally abandoned, as no significant treatment effect could be assessed on the primary endpoint despite a considerable final sample size (*N* =760). The primary endpoint assessed the overall neurological status of a patient and was defined as a dichotomization derived from an ordinal scale (see \[[@CR36]\] for the exact definition). The primary endpoint was analysed by means of logistic regression. Several ancillary analyses were performed and mostly preferred the treatment arm, even though the differences were not always statistically significant. To our knowledge, no analysis performed at the level of motor scores of the upper extremity key muscles UEMS as reported here have been published.

We revisited the trial by testing for treatment effect on the UEMS with all six approaches outlined before (see "[Endpoint analysis approaches](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}" Section). The proposed autoregressive transitional ordinal model (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) can be easily fitted as proportional odds model to the segment-wise UEMS data in the long format. The autoregressive component *y* ~*i,m*−1,2~ can be incorporated by shifting the six-month, muscle-wise UEMS entries so as to be aligned to the key muscle *y* ~*i,m*,2~ just caudal to them.

To reflect our simulation study, we selected participants with a ML between C5 - C8 (T1 were discarded, because there is no key muscle caudal to the ML on the UEMS), and considered only patients treated with a low dosage (the original trial had two treatment doses, the higher of which was abandoned during the study). After patients selection, we analysed a finale sample of *N* =284 participants, 127 (45 %) of which in the control arm. This analysis is intended to give an example of the application of the proposed transitional ordinal model, but is not intended and should not be taken as a definitive conclusion about the value or outcome of the trial. Given the strongly selected patients sample utilised, the different endpoint analysed and the different scope of our analysis, generalizations of this type cannot be drawn.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

RCT simulation {#Sec8}
--------------
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For the smallest treatment effect *β* ~trt~=0.0953= log(1.1), all six tests for treatment effect showed a low power, never exceeding *P*(reject *H* ~0~\|*H* ~1~ is true) ≤0.135. The transitional ordinal model was nonetheless superior to all other approaches in virtually every trial size setting, its power point estimates averaging 2.3 % higher than the respective second best-performing approach.

Already at the next higher treatment effect simulated *β* ~trt~=0.1823= log(1.2), the transitional ordinal model showed roughly twice as much power as the second-best performing approach, though it did not exceed *P*(reject *H* ~0~\|*H* ~1~ is true) ≤0.36. This held for all simulation settings except the smallest sample size. Statistical power point estimates for the transitional ordinal model were on average 10.3 % higher than the respective second best-performing approach.

In the settings with median simulated treatment effect *β* ~trt~=0.2624= log(1.3) shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the transitional ordinal model was superior for all trial sizes. Power point estimates for the proposed model were on average 19.4 % higher than the respective second best-performing approach, with this difference in performance increasing with increasing trial size.

With the simulated treatment effect of *β* ~trt~=0.3365= log(1.4), the transitional ordinal model had superior statistical power of 26.3 % on average, compared to the respective second best-performing approach, with this difference increasing with increasing trial size.

For the largest simulated treatment effect of *β* ~trt~=0.4055= log(1.5), the transitional ordinal model had an average superior statistical power of 27.9 %, compared to the respective second best-performing approach. The difference in performance increased strongly up to trial size *N* =100, but then declined with larger sizes.

Overall, despite a comparably poor performance of all approaches for small simulated treatment effects, a stable pattern in the ranking of performance emerged: the proposed transitional ordinal approach provided best power results in virtually all settings. ANCOVA was usually the second-best approach, closely followed by the independence test on the difference of UEMS from baseline $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Revisiting a key SCI trial {#Sec9}
--------------------------

We analysed a subset of the data collected during the Sygen ®;trial \[[@CR17], [@CR35], [@CR36]\]. To our knowledge, no analysis on this data has been performed at the level of motor scores of the upper extremity key muscles UEMS as reported here. The results of the six analysis approaches (see [Endpoint analysis approaches](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} section) are reported here: **t-test:** No significant difference in the estimated means $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summarizing, all six approached did not show significant results at the nominal level 0.05, but they all showed a tendency to less positive outcomes for patients in the treatment arm. This analysis is intended to give an example of the application for the proposed transitional ordinal model, but is not intended and should not be taken as a definitive conclusion about the value or outcome of the trial.

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

The aim of this simulation study was to compare several approaches of testing for treatment effect in two-armed RCT in a neurological setting. We therefore simulated clinical trials with cervical SCI participants with specific levels of experimental conditions and tested for treatment effect with six different approaches. Routinely employed analysis approaches not only rely on strong assumptions about the properties of the endpoints being analysed, but were also outperformed in virtually all settings by the the proposed autoregressive transitional ordinal model for the analysis of UEMS.

Adding ordinal endpoints to form a single overall score is generally not valid {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Common approaches to the analysis of UEMS and similar neurological endpoints are as the total sum of all motor scores $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Whether it is appropriate to combine a set of ordinal variables to generate a total score is usually not checked in neurology \[[@CR37]\]. It should nonetheless be a requirement, as there are at least two strong assumptions related to the analysis of summed motor scores as a metric endpoint: unidimensionality and equal differences. Unidimensionality refers to the property of several scores to measure a single, common patient's characteristic. While there is some preliminary evidence that unidimensionality holds for UEMS \[[@CR38]\], the opposite was reported for both the Functional Independence Measure FIM \[[@CR39]\], the Spinal Cord Independence Measure SCIM \[[@CR40]\], a situation which is very likely to be found in functional endpoints and Patients Reported Outcomes PRO. Equal differences imply that a unit change in motor scores represent exactly the same clinical change, independently of where the change took place on the scale (e.g. a change from 0 to 1 is assumed to be of the same magnitude as a change from 3 to 4 in motor scores), or of which key muscle are considered (the previous example is assumed to hold even when the changes took place on different key muscles, say e.g. one proximal and one distal from the lesion level).

The widely used method of adding up several ordinal endpoints to form a single overall score is therefore generally not valid with regard to the two assumptions exemplified above, and has been repeatedly reported in neurological and related physical functioning settings \[[@CR39]--[@CR44]\]. From a practical point of view, biased parameter estimates, as well as misleading associations and loss of power are some of the known consequences of assuming metric property for ordinal endpoints \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\]. There is therefore a compelling need to embrace statistical models specifically designed for the analysis of complex ordinal endpoints.

RCT simulation {#Sec12}
--------------

The proposed autoregressive transitional ordinal model is the first attempt in SCI to model and analyse a complex endpoint with a regression model which reflects its ordinal nature and takes into account important prognostic factors. The proposed model for the analysis of UEMS in cervical SCI patients outperformed all other approaches in virtually all settings. The sensibly lower statistical power achieved by commonly used approaches, in addition to their implicit assumptions, indicate that their use as default analysis methods in not justified.

Contrary to our expectations, a stratification of the t-test based on the Motor Level did not provide a discernible improvement in statistical power (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In fact, even though blocked independence tests showed a slightly higher power than their corresponding t-tests (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the gain in power was not such that their application as "ad hoc" solution resulted substantiated.

In terms of clinical interpretation of treatment effect estimates, we note that by applying the proposed model, the exponentiated treatment effect estimate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widehat {\beta _{\text {trt}}}$\end{document}$ can be interpreted as the conditional odds ratio between the treatment and control trial arms, which is a common and accepted way of quantifying treatment effect in the clinical setting. Even when the proportional odds assumption is not fully met, it still provides an interpretable parameter that summarizes the treatment effect over all levels of the outcome \[[@CR23]\]. In addition, the transitional model provides motor score probabilities for each combination of prognostic variables, making the direct comparison and visual representation of treated and untreated participants straightforward (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 3Visualization of median treatment effect *β* ~trt~=0.2624=log(1.3). In contrast to all other analysis approaches, the transitional ordinal model allows to graphically represent shifts in motor score distributions for any constellation of relevant prognostic factors, permitting a much more detailed investigation of treatment effect. As illustrative example, represented is the distribution of motor score probabilities for participants in the control (*left* panel) and treatment arm (*right* panel). Lower scores became less, while higher score became more probable in the treatment arm. The treatment effect *β* ~trt~=0.2624=log(1.3) corresponds to an Odds Ratio of OR=1.3.The specific constellation of prognostics factor represented refers to a C8 key muscle, with a Motor Level C5 (*x* ~*lev*~=C5.-3), a baseline motor score of *y* ~base,*i,m*,1~=1, and an autoregressive component *y* ~auto,*i,m*−1,2~=3 for the motor score of the key muscle just above the one being reported

On the contrary, clear interpretation of the results produced by common approaches is precluded by summed scores of suppositional metric endpoints, providing little insight for trial scientists and clinicians. Importantly, small and possibly localized treatment effects, which are a hallmark of many neurological disorders, can be disentangled using ordinal approaches for motor scores, but become lost in the analysis of summed total scores.

Finally, our simulation showed (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) that a statistical power of 80 %, which is a common goal for clinical trials planners, is reached by the ordinal model only for large trial size and large postulated treatment effects. As a total trial size of *N* =200 seems to currently represent the practical upper limit for conducting SCI trials, the statistical detection of an existing treatment effect seems to rely on a rather strong effect. Further improvements of the ordinal model will likely result in lowered requirements for treatment detection.

Revisiting a key SCI trial {#Sec13}
--------------------------

To provide a concrete application of our approach, we analysed a subset of participants of the Sygen®; trial \[[@CR17], [@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Many ancillary analyses in the original publication were based on t-test and ANCOVA approaches and favoured the treatment group over placebo \[[@CR17]\]. In particular, treated participants showed a faster initial recovery than control subjects, who nonetheless caught up at slightly later time points.

On the subsample of patients we considered, no one of the six approaches was significant at the conventional nominal level 0.05. Nonetheless, all approaches showed a tendency towards negative effect of treatment on the UEMS, meaning that treated patient showed on average a slightly worse recovery than patients in the control arm. Especially for the ordinal approach, the results imply that the odds of participants in the treatment group of achieving up to a given motor score were only $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm {e}^{\widehat {\beta _{\text {trt}}}}= 0.82$\end{document}$ times the odds of a participant with similar characteristics in the control arm, indicating a worse recovery for treated patients.

The negative estimate of treatment effect in cervical participants is rather unexpected. The observed unbalance toward more severe lesions in the treatment arm may explain at least in part these results, which nonetheless might be examined more closely to rule out potentially unintended detrimental effects. Nevertheless, we retain that generalizations of our results to the overall validity of the trial and its compound cannot be drawn.

Are summed overall scores not "good enough" ? {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------

In our application, all six approaches presented delivered comparable results, namely statistically non-significant negative trends for participants in the treatment arm. One may therefore wonder what the added value of an ordinal approach like the proposed transitional ordinal model is. Briefly, routinely employed approaches based on summed overall scores imply: Unmet assumptions: adding ordinal endpoints to form a single overall score requires equal differences across all ordinal scales as well as unidimensionality. Both assumptions are usually not further investigated \[[@CR37]\], but the first can be rejected on medical reasons only, while the latter does not hold for several SCI endpoints (e.g. FIM \[[@CR39]\], SCIM \[[@CR40]\]).Flawed inference and estimation: known practical consequences of assuming metric property for ordinal endpoints are biased parameter estimates and misleading associations \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\].Reduced statistical power: small and possibly localised effects are expected to be the hallmark of spinal cord injury rehabilitation strategies. The simulation reported provide evidence for a much lower capacity of approaches based on summed scores to detect existing treatment effects. Lower power also translates in higher requirement for trial participants.Unclear interpretation of treatment effect: a clear interpretation of treatment effect estimates as conditional OR, which can be visualised for each key muscle separately (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), is not possible for summed scores.Limited future extensions: future refinement of routinely employed approaches are strongly limited by the underlying, inappropriate analysis approach. Instead, ordinal approaches, which are based on a regression framework, easily accommodates for extensions (e.g. further prognostic factors, interactions, localised effects).

Concluding, from a theoretical point of view, routinely employed approaches have little scientific validity and have been replaced by more rigorous approaches. Even more importantly, they are also potentially misleading on practical terms. Our flexible model represents therefore an improved and pragmatic solution to the analysis of this type of complex ordinal endpoints.

Brain Injury: similar issues, similar solutions {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------------------

We observe that most of the discussion points we raised link to the report by the International Mission on Prognosis and Clinical Trial Design in Traumatic Brain Injury TBI \[[@CR45]\]. TBI is a related clinical field which faced very similar challenges, mainly related to the heterogeneity of the patient population, and had a similar history of clinical testing as SCI.

In fact, TBI also experienced a disappointing progression of clinical testing of treatment interventions in spite of extremely promising pre-clinical data and early phase trials. Maas et al. \[[@CR45]\] reported that a key difficulty has been the inherent heterogeneity TBI subjects, and that the observed development was due, at least to some extent, to limitations in the trial designs and analyses. Both aspects have also been reported as hallmarks of SCI research.

Summarizing, The TBI Mission solicited the TBI community to \[[@CR45]\]: provide details of the major baseline prognostic characteristicsbroaden inclusion criteria as much as is it compatible with the current understanding of the mechanisms of action of the interventionincorporate pre-specified covariate adjustment into the statistical analysisuse an ordinal approach for the statistical analysis

A part from the first recommendation, which is mainly concerned with the way clinical studies are reported, the following three points regard the planning and especially the analysis of clinical trials in TBI, and are implemented in this publication. Selection of patients is based only on the initial Motor Level, which relates to the understanding of motor function. The proposed model (see Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) both include the most relevant covariates adjustment, namely baseline motor scores as well as motor lesion, and uses and ordinal approach for ordinal data based on the proportional odds model.

Latent variable models: an improved, readily available framework {#Sec16}
----------------------------------------------------------------

More generally speaking, the statistical foundations of regression models for ordinal endpoints were developed more than 4 decades ago \[[@CR46]--[@CR48]\], and have ever since undergone a steady development. There is a huge body of literature pertaining to the analysis of ordinal variables, including Item Response Theory IRT and mixed-effects models for ordinal variables \[[@CR49]\]. Despite this development, most clinical trials in neurology still rely on surpassed approaches \[[@CR44]\], corroborating the negative trend of methodological errors related to the analysis of ordinal scales in medical research \[[@CR50]\].

The proposed transitional ordinal model (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) is an extension of the well known proportional odds model (e.g. \[[@CR51]\]). The latter can be seen as an important special case within the IRT framework, and is closely related to the Rasch model \[[@CR46]\]. All these statistical models are generally referred to as latent variable models, because they find application in situations where a set of ordinal variables are seen as indicators of a latent variable. This latent variable is the main interest of the analysis, and, although it cannot be measured directly, it can be inferred from the available ordinal variables. The latent variable approach seems both appropriate and appealing for applications in the clinical setting, and the transitional ordinal model proposed draws a concrete link from SCI to latent variable models. Further extensions of our approach can be tailored to the analysis of other endpoints such as functional assessments and PROs. In fact, the analysis of PRO, and the related trial powering based on Rasch models has recently received much attention \[[@CR52], [@CR53]\]. We believe that the transition from currently employed analysis approaches to more sophisticated models within the readily available framework of latent variable models would represent a great scientific progression for the planning and analysis of complex neurological endpoints.

Conclusion {#Sec17}
==========

We propose an autoregressive transitional ordinal model for the analysis of a specific SCI endpoint which takes into account the complex ordinal nature of the endpoint under investigation and explicitly accounts for relevant prognostic factors. Superior statistical power in virtually all settings, combined with a clear clinical interpretation of treatment effect and widespread availability on commercial softwares, are strong arguments for clinicians and trial scientists to adopt, and further refine, the proposed approach.
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